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MUTATIONS IN A COLUMN STORE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the priority benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 62/158,444, filed May 7 , 201 5 , entitled "MUTATIONS IN A COLUMN STORE,"

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. This application also

incorporates by reference in their entireties U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/134,370, filed March 17, 2015, entitled "COMPACTION POLICY," and U.S. Patent

Application No. 15/073,509, filed March 17 , 2016, entitled "COMPACTION POLICY."

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to systems and methods for

fast and efficient handling of database tables. More specifically, embodiments of the

present disclosure relate to a storage engine for structured data which supports low-

latency random access together with efficient analytical access patterns.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Some database systems implement database table updates by deleting

an existing version of the row and re-inserting the row with updates. This causes an

update to incur "read" input/output (IO) on every column of the row to be updated,

regardless of the number of columns being modified by the transaction. This can lead

to significant IO costs. Other systems use "positional update tracking," which avoids

this issue but adds a logarithmic cost to row insert operations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 illustrates an example database table, according to embodiments

of the present disclosure.

[0005] FIGs. 2A and 2B illustrate examples of insert-and-flush operations

associated with respect to a database table designed according to disclosed

embodiments.

[0006] FIG. 3 illustrates an example flush operation with respect to a database

table designed according to disclosed embodiments.



[0007] FIG. 4 illustrates an example update operation with respect to a database

table shown in FIGs. 2A and 2B, designed according to disclosed embodiments.

[0008] FIG. 5 illustrates a singly linked list in connection with a mutation

operation with respect to a database table designed according to disclosed

embodiments.

[0009] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a singly linked list discussed in FIG. 5 .

[0010] FIG. 7 illustrates an example flush operation with respect to a database

table designed according to disclosed embodiments.

[001 1] FIG. 8 illustrates an example flushing operation in memory associated

with a database table according to disclosed embodiments.

[0012] FIG. 9 illustrates an example DiskRowSet and the components/modules

included therein.

[0013] FIGs. 10-13 illustrate examples of various types of compaction performed

according to disclosed embodiments.

[0014] FIG. 14 shows an exemplary computer system architecture for performing

one or more of the methodologies discussed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] The following description and drawings are illustrative and are not to be

construed as limiting. Numerous specific details are described to provide a thorough

understanding of the disclosure. However, in certain instances, well-known or

conventional details are not described in order to avoid obscuring the description.

References to one or an embodiment in the present disclosure can be, but are not

necessarily, references to the same embodiment; and, such references mean at least

one of the embodiments.

[0016] Reference in this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection

with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the disclosure. The

appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" in various places in the specification

are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment, nor are separate or

alternative embodiments mutually exclusive of other embodiments. Moreover, various



features are described which may be exhibited by some embodiments and not by

others. Similarly, various requirements are described which may be requirements for

some embodiments but no other embodiments.

[0017] The terms used in this specification generally have their ordinary

meanings in the art, within the context of the disclosure, and in the specific context

where each term is used. Certain terms that are used to describe the disclosure are

discussed below, or elsewhere in the specification, to provide additional guidance to

the practitioner regarding the description of the disclosure. For convenience, certain

terms may be highlighted, for example using italics and/or quotation marks. The use

of highlighting has no influence on the scope and meaning of a term; the scope and

meaning of a term is the same, in the same context, whether or not it is highlighted. It

will be appreciated that the same thing can be said in more than one way.

[0018] Consequently, alternative language and synonyms may be used for any

one or more of the terms discussed herein, nor is any special significance to be

placed upon whether or not a term is elaborated or discussed herein. Synonyms for

certain terms are provided. A recital of one or more synonyms does not exclude the

use of other synonyms. The use of examples anywhere in this specification, including

examples of any terms discussed herein, is illustrative only, and is not intended to

further limit the scope and meaning of the disclosure or of any exemplified term.

Likewise, the disclosure is not limited to various embodiments given in this

specification.

[0019] Without intent to further limit the scope of the disclosure, examples of

instruments, apparatus, methods and their related results according to the

embodiments of the present disclosure are given below. Note that titles or subtitles

may be used in the examples for convenience of a reader, which in no way should

limit the scope of the disclosure. Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific

terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of

ordinary skill in the art to which this disclosure pertains. In the case of conflict, the

present document, including definitions, will control.

[0020] As used herein, a "server," an "engine," a "module," a "unit" or the like

may be a general-purpose, dedicated or shared processor and/or, typically, firmware

or software that is executed by the processor. Depending upon implementation-



specific or other considerations, the server, the engine, the module or the unit can be

centralized or its functionality distributed. The server, the engine, the module, the unit

or the like can include general- or special-purpose hardware, firmware, or software

embodied in a computer-readable (storage) medium for execution by the processor.

[0021] As used herein, a computer-readable medium or computer-readable

storage medium is intended to include all mediums that are statutory (e.g., in the

United States, under 35 U.S.C. § 101), and to specifically exclude all mediums that

are non-statutory in nature to the extent that the exclusion is necessary for a claim

that includes the computer-readable (storage) medium to be valid. Known statutory

computer-readable mediums include hardware (e.g., registers, random access

memory (RAM), and non-volatile (NV) storage, to name a few), but may or may not be

limited to hardware.

[0022] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a storage engine for

structured data called Kudu™ that stores data according to a columnar layout. A

columnar data layout facilitates both low-latency random access capabilities together

with high-throughput analytical access capabilities, simplifying Hadoop™ architectures

for applications involving real-time data. Real-time data is typically machine-

generated data and can cover a broad range of use cases (e.g., monitoring market

data, fraud detection/prevention, risk monitoring, predictive

modeling/recommendation, and network threat detection).

[0023] Traditionally, developers have faced the struggle of having to make a

choice between fast analytical capability (e.g., using Hadoop™ Distributed File

System (HDFS))) or low-latency random access capability (e.g., using HBase). With

the rise of streaming data, there has been a growing demand for combining these

capabilities simultaneously, so as to be able to build real-time analytic applications on

changing data. Kudu™ is a columnar data store that facilitates a simultaneous

combination of sequential reads and writes as well as random reads and writes.

Thus, Kudu™ complements the capabilities of current storage systems such as

HDFS™ and HBase™, providing simultaneous fast random access operations (e.g.,

inserts or updates) and efficient sequential operations (e.g., columnar scans). This

powerful combination enables real-time analytic workloads with a single storage layer,

eliminating the need for complex architectures. However, as mentioned above,



traditional database techniques with respect to database table updates have their

drawbacks, such as excessive 10 or overly burdensome computational costs for a

modern, large-scale database system. Most traditional techniques are also not

designed with columnar table structure in mind.

[0024] Accordingly, the disclosed method takes a hybrid approach of the above

methodologies in order to obtain the benefits but not the drawbacks from them. By

using positional update techniques along with log-structured insertion (with more

details discussed below), the disclosed method is able to maintain similar

performance on analytical queries, update performance similar to positional update

handling, and constant time insertion performance.

[0025] FIG. 1 illustrates an example database table 100 storing information

related to tweets (i.e., messages sent using Twitter™ , a social networking service).

Table 100 includes horizontal partitions 102 ("Tablet 1"), 104 ("Tablet 2"), 106 ("Tablet

3"), and 108 ("Tablet 4") hosting contiguous rows that are arranged in a columnar

layout. A cluster (e.g., a Kudu™ cluster) may have any number of database tables,

each of which has a well-defined schema including a finite number of columns. Each

such column includes a primary key, name, and a data type (e.g., INT32 or STRING).

Columns that are not part of the primary key may optionally be null columns. Each

tablet in Table 100 includes columns 150 ("tweetjd"), 152 ("user_name"), 154

("created_at"), and 156 ("text"). The primary keys (denoted "PK" in Table 100) each

correspond to a "tweetjd" which is represented in INT64 (64-bit integer) format. As

evidenced in FIG. 1, a primary key within each tablet is unique within each tablet.

Furthermore, a primary key within a tablet is exclusive to that tablet and does not

overlap with a primary key in another tablet. Thus, in some embodiments, the primary

key enforces a uniqueness constraint (at most one row may have a given primary key

tuple) and acts as the sole index by which rows may be efficiently updated or deleted.

[0026] As with a relational database, a user defines the schema of a table at the

time of creation of the database table. Attempts to insert data into undefined columns

result in errors, as do violations of the primary key uniqueness constraint. The user

may at any time issue an alter table command to add or drop columns, with the

restriction that primary key columns cannot be dropped. Together, the keys stored

across all the tablets in a table cumulatively represent the database table's entire key



space. For example, the key space of Table 100 spans the interval from 1 to 3999,

each key in the interval represented as INT64 integers. Although the example in FIG.

1 illustrates INT64, STRING, and TIMESTAMP (INT 64) data types as part of the

schema, in some embodiments a schema can include one or more of the following

data types: FLOAT, BINARY, DOUBLE, INT8, INT16, and INT32.

[0027] After creating a table, a user mutates the database table using Re-Insert

(re-insert operation), Update (update operation), and Delete (delete operation)

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Collectively, these can be termed as a

"Write" operation. In some embodiments, the present disclosure also allows a "Read"

operation or, equivalently, a "Scan" operation. Examples of Read operations include

comparisons between a column and a constant value, and composite primary key

ranges, among other Read options.

[0028] Each tablet in a database table can be further subdivided (not shown in

FIG. 1) into smaller units called RowSets. Each RowSet includes data for a set of

rows of the database table. Some RowSets exist in memory only, termed as a

MemRowSet, while others exist in a combination of disk and memory, termed

DiskRowSets. Thus, for example, with regard to the database table in FIG. 1, some of

the rows in FIG. 1 can exist in memory and some rows in FIG. 1 can exist in disk.

According to disclosed embodiments, RowSets are disjoint with respect to a stored

key, so any given key is present in at most one RowSet. Although RowSets are

disjoint, the primary key intervals of different RowSets can overlap. Because

RowSets are disjoint, any row is included in exactly one DiskRowSet. This can be

beneficial; for example, during a read operation, there is no need to merge across

multiple DiskRowSets. This can provide savings of valuable computation time and

resources.

[0029] When new data enters into a database table (e.g., by a process operating

the database table), the new data is initially accumulated (e.g., buffered) in the

MemRowSet. At any point in time, a tablet has a single MemRowSet which stores all

recently-inserted rows. Recently-inserted rows go directly into the MemRowSet,

which is an in-memory B-tree sorted by the database table's primary key. Since the

MemRowSet is fully in-memory, it will eventually fill up and "Flush" to disk. When a

MemRowSet has been selected to be flushed, a new, empty MemRowSet is swapped



to replace the older MemRowSet. The previous MemRowSet is written to disk, and

becomes one or more DiskRowSets. This flush process can be fully concurrent; that

is, readers can continue to access the old MemRowSet while it is being flushed, and

updates and deletes of rows in the flushing MemRowSet are carefully tracked and

rolled forward into the on-disk data upon completion of the flush process.

[0030] FIGs. 2A and 2B illustrate two examples of insert-and-flush operations

associated with respect to a database table designed according to disclosed

embodiments. Specifically, FIG. 2A illustrates an example of an insert-and-flush

operation with a new first data. FIG. 2B illustrates another example of an insert-and-

flush operation with a new second data. In these examples, the tablet includes one

MemRowSet (identified as 202 ("MemRowSet")) and two DiskRowSets (identified as

204 ("DiskRowSet 2") and 206 ("DiskRowSet 1")). DiskRowSet 1 and DiskRowSet 2

both include columns identified as "name," "pay," and "role." Insert operation 208 in

FIG. 2A saves a first incoming data initially in MemRowSet, and the data is then

flushed into DiskRowSet 2 . The first data identified as a row ("doug," "$1 B," "Hadoop

man"), and the second incoming data is identified as a row ("todd," "$1000,"

"engineer"). Insert operation 210 in FIG. 2B saves a second incoming data initially in

MemRowSet, and the data is then flushed into DiskRowSet 1. Each DiskRowSet

includes two modules: a base data module and a delta store module (also referred to

herein as Delta MS or Delta MemStore). For example, DiskRowSet 2 includes Base

Data 216 and Delta MS 212. Similarly, DiskRowSet 1 includes Base Data 218 and

Delta MS 214.

[0031] As described previously, each tablet has a single MemRowSet which

holds a recently-inserted row. However, it is not sufficient to simply write all inserts

directly to the current MemRowSet, since embodiments of the present disclosure

enforce a primary key uniqueness constraint. In order to enforce the uniqueness

constraint, the process operating the database table consults all of the existing

DiskRowSets before inserting the new row into the MemRowSet. Thus, the process

operating the database table has to check whether the row to be inserted into the

MemRowSet already exists in a DiskRowSet. Because there can potentially be

hundreds or thousands of DiskRowSets per tablet, this has to be done efficiently, both

by culling the number of DiskRowSets to consult and by making the lookup within a

DiskRowSet efficient.



[0032] In order to cull the set of DiskRowSets to consult for an INSERT

operation, each DiskRowSet stores a Bloom filter of the set of keys present. Because

new keys are not inserted into an existing DiskRowSet, this Bloom filter is static data.

The Bloom filter, in some embodiments, can be chunked into 4KB pages, each

corresponding to a small range of keys. The process operating the database table

indexes each 4KB page using an immutable B-tree structure. These pages as well as

their index can be cached in a server-wide least recent used (LRU) page cache,

ensuring that most Bloom filter accesses do not require a physical disk seek.

Additionally, for each DiskRowSet, the minimum and maximum primary keys are

stored, and these key bounds are used to index the DiskRowSets in an interval tree.

This further culls the set of DiskRowSets to consult on any given key lookup. A

background compaction process reorganizes DiskRowSets to improve the

effectiveness of the interval tree-based culling. For any DiskRowSets that are not

able to be culled, a look-up mechanism is used to determine the position in the

encoded primary key column where the key is to be inserted. This can be done via

the embedded B-tree index in that column, which ensures a logarithmic number of

disk seeks in the worst case. This data access is performed through the page cache,

ensuring that for hot areas of key space, no physical disk seeks are needed.

[0033] Still referring to FIGs. 2A and 2B, in some embodiments the base data

module stores a column-organized representation of the rows in the DiskRowSet.

Each column is separately written to disk in a single contiguous block of data. In

some embodiments, a column can be subdivided into small pages (e.g., forming a

column page) to allow for granular random reads, and an embedded B-tree index

allows efficient seeking to each page based on its ordinal offset within the RowSet.

Column pages can be encoded using a variety of encodings, such as dictionary

encoding or front coding, and is optionally compressed using generic binary

compression schemes such as LZ4, gzip, etc. These encodings and compression

options may be specified explicitly by the user on a per-column basis, for example to

designate that a large, infrequently accessed text column can be gzipped, while a

column that typically stores small integers can be bit-packed.

[0034] In addition to flushing columns for each of the user-specified columns of

the database table into a DiskRowSet, a primary key index column, which stores the

encoded primary key for each row, is also written into each DiskRowSet. In some



embodiments, a chunked Bloom filter is also flushed into a RowSet. A Bloom filter

can be used to test for the possible presence of a row in a RowSet based on its

encoded primary key. Because columnar encodings are difficult to update in place,

the columns within the base data module are considered immutable once flushed.

[0035] Thus, instead of columnar encodings being updated in a base data

module, updates and deletes are tracked through delta store modules, according to

disclosed embodiments. In some embodiments, delta store modules can be in-

memory Delta MemStores. (Accordingly, a delta store module is alternatively referred

to herein as Delta MS or Delta MemStore.) In some embodiments, a delta store

module can be an on-disk DeltaFile.

[0036] A Delta MemStore is a concurrent B-tree that shares the implementation

as illustrated in FIGs. 2A and 2B. A DeltaFile is a binary-typed column block. In both

cases, delta store modules maintain a mapping from tuples to records. In some

embodiments, a tuple can be represented as (row offset, timestamp), in which a row

offset is the ordinal index of a row within the RowSet. For example, the row with the

lowest primary key has a row offset 0 . In some embodiments, a timestamp can be a

multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) timestamp assigned when an update

operation was originally written. In some embodiments, a record is represented as a

RowChangeList record which is a binary-encoded list of changes to a row. For

example, a RowChangeList record can be SET column id 3 = 'foo'.

[0037] When updating data within a DiskRowSet, in some embodiments, the

primary key index column is first consulted. By using the embedded B-tree index of

the primary key column in a RowSet, the system can efficiently seek to the page

including the target row. Using page-level metadata, the row offset can be determined

for the first row within that page. By searching within the page (e.g., via in-memory

binary search), the target row's offset within the entire DiskRowSet can be calculated.

Upon determining this offset, a new delta record into the RowSet's Delta MemStore

can then be inserted.

[0038] FIG. 3 illustrates an example flush operation in which data is written from

the MemRowSet to a new RowSet on disk (also may be referred to herein as

DiskRowSet). Unlike DiskRowSets, in some embodiments, MemRowSets store rows

in a row-wise layout. This provides acceptable performance since the data is always in



memory. MemRowSets are implemented by an in-memory concurrent B-tree. FIG. 3

also shows that the disk includes multiple DiskRowSets, for example, DiskRowSet 0 ,

DiskRowSet 1, . . . DiskRowSet N .

[0039] According to embodiments disclosed herein, each newly inserted row

exists as one and only one entry in the MemRowSet. In some embodiments, the

value of this entry is a special header, followed by the packed format of the row data.

When the data is flushed from the MemRowSet into a DiskRowSet, it is stored as a

set of CFiles, collectively called as CFileSet. Each of the rows in the data is

addressable by a sequential row identifier (also referred to herein as "row ID")," which

is dense, immutable, and unique within a DiskRowSet. For example, if a given

DiskRowSet includes 5 rows, then they are assigned row ID 0 through 4 in order of

ascending key. Two DiskRowSets can have rows with the same row ID.

[0040] Read operations can map between primary keys (visible to users

externally) and row IDs (internally visible only) using an index structure embedded in

the primary key column. Row IDs are not explicitly stored with each row, but rather

an implicit identifier based on the row's ordinal index in the file. Row IDs are also

referred to herein alternatively as "row indexes" or "ordinal indexes."

Handling Schema Changes

[0041] Each module (e.g., RowSets and Deltas) of a tablet included in a

database table has a schema, and on read the user can specify a new "read" schema.

Having the user specify a different schema on read implies that the read path (of the

process operating the database table) handles a subset of fields/columns of the base

data module and, possibly, new fields/columns not present in the base data module.

In case the fields are not present in the base data module, a default value can be

provided (e.g., in the projection field) and the column will be filled with that default. A

projection field indicates a subset of columns to be retrieved. An example

pseudocode showing use of the projection field in a base data module is shown

below:

if (projection-field is in the base-data) {

if (projection-field-type is equal to the base-data) {

use the raw base data as source

} else {



use an adapter to convert the base data to the specified type

}

} else {

use the default provided in the projection-field as value

}

[0042] MemRowSet, CFileSet, Delta MemStore and DeltaFiles can use

projection fields (e.g., in a manner similar to the base data module, as explained

above) to materialize the row with the user specified schema. In case of Deltas,

missing columns can be skipped because when there are "no columns," "no updates"

need to be performed.

Compaction

[0043] Each CFileSet and DeltaFile have a schema associated to describe the

data in it. Upon compaction, CFileSet/DeltaFile with different schemas may be

aggregated into a new file. This new file will have the latest schema and all the rows

can be projected (e.g., using projection fields). For CFiles, the projection affects only

the new columns where the read default value will be written as data, or in case of

"alter type" where the "encoding" is changed.

[0044] For DeltaFiles, the projection is essential because the RowChangeList

has been serialized with no hint of the schema used. This means that a

RowChangeList can be read only if the exact serialization schema is known.

[0045] Schema IDs vs Schema Names

- Columns can be added.

- Columns can be "removed" (marked as removed).

[0046] To uniquely identify a column, the name of the column can be used.

However, in some scenarios, a user might desire to add a new column to a database

table which has the same column name as a previously removed column.

Accordingly, the system verifies that all the old data associated with the previously

removed column has been removed. If the data of the previously removed column

has not been removed, then a Column ID would exist. The user requests (only

names) are mapped to the latest schema IDs. For example,



cfile-set [a, b, c , d] -> [0, 1, 2 , 3]

projection [b, a] -> [0:2, 2:0]

[0047] RPC User Projections

No IDs or default values are to be specified (a data type
and nullability are required as part of the schema).

Resolved by the tablet on Insert, Mutate and Newlterator.

The Resolution steps map the user column names to the
latest schema column IDs.

User Columns not present in the latest (tablet) schema are
considered errors.

User Columns with a different data type from the ones
present in the tablet schema are not resolved yet.

[0048] A different data type (e.g., not included in the schema) would generate an

error. An adapter can be included to convert the base data type included in the

schema to the specified different data type.

[0049] FIG. 4 discloses an example update operation in connection with the

database table shown in FIGs. 2A and 2B. According to disclosed embodiments, and

as shown in FIGs. 2A and 2B, each DiskRowSet in a database table has its own Delta

MemStore (Delta MS) to accumulate updates, for example, Delta MS 402 associated

with DiskRowSet 2 and Delta MS 404 associated with DiskRowSet 1. Additionally,

each DiskRowSet also includes a Bloom filter for determining whether a given row is

included in a DiskRowSet or not. The example in FIG. 4 indicates an Update

operation 408 to set the "pay" to "$1 M" of a row having the "name" "todd" from

"$1 000," as previously indicated in FIG. 2B. Update operation 408 (or, more

generally, a mutation) applies to an already-flushed row from the MemRowSet into

DiskRowSet 1 as discussed in FIG. 2B. Upon receiving the update, the disclosed

system determines whether the row involved in the update is included in DiskRowSet

2 or whether it is included in DiskRowSet 1. Accordingly, the Bloom filters in RowSets

included in DiskRowSet 1 and DiskRowSet 2 are queried by a process operating the

database table. For example, each of the Bloom filters in DiskRowSet 2 responds

back to the process with a "no" indicating that the row with the name "todd" is not

present in DiskRowSet 2 . A Bloom filter in DiskRowSet 1 responds with a "maybe"

indicating that the row with the name "todd" might be present in DiskRowSet 1.

Furthermore, the update process searches the key column in DiskRowSet 1 to



determine a row index (e.g., in the form "offset:row ID") corresponding to the name

"todd." Assuming that the offset row index for "todd" is 150, the update process

determines the offset row index, and, accordingly, the Delta MS accumulates the

update as "rowid = 150: col1=$1 M." In some embodiments, updates are performed

using a timestamp (e.g., provided by multi-version concurrency control (MVCC)

methodologies). According to disclosed embodiments, updates are merged based on

an ordinal offset of a row within a DiskRowSet. In some embodiments, this can utilize

array indexing methodologies without performing any string comparisons.

MVCC Overview

[0050] In some embodiments, MemRowSets are implemented by an in-memory

concurrent B-tree. In some embodiments, multi-version concurrency control (MVCC)

records are used to represent deletions instead of removal of elements from the B-

tree. Additionally, embodiments of the present disclosure use MVCC for providing the

following useful features:

- Snapshot scanners: when a scanner is created, the scanner

operates as a point-in-time snapshot of the tablet. Any further

updates to the tablet that occur during the course of a scan are

ignored. In addition, this point-in-time snapshot can be stored and

reused for additional scans on the same tablet, for example, an

application that performs analytics may perform multiple consistent

passes or scans on the data.

- Time-travel scanners: similar to the snapshot scanner, a user may

create a time-travel scanner which operates at some point in time

from the past, providing a consistent "time travel read". This can be

used to take point-in-time consistent backups.

- Change-history queries: given two MVCC snapshots, a user may

be able to query the set of deltas between those two snapshots for

any given row. This can be leveraged to take incremental backups,

perform cross-cluster synchronization, or for offline audit analysis.



- Multi-row atomic updates within a tablet: a single mutation may

apply to multiple rows within a tablet, and it will be made visible in a

single atomic action.

[0051] In order to provide MVCC, each mutation (e.g., a delete) is tagged with

the transaction identifier (also referred to herein as "txid" or "transaction ID")(txid)

corresponding to a mutation to which a row is subjected. In some embodiments,

transaction IDs are unique for a given tablet and can be generated by a tablet-scoped

MVCCManager instance. In some embodiments, transaction IDs can be

monotonically increasing per tablet. Once every several seconds, the tablet server

(e.g., running a process that operates on the database table) will record the current

transaction ID and the current system time. This allows time-travel operations to be

specified in terms of approximate time rather than specific transaction IDs.

[0052] The state of the MVCCManager instance determines the set of

transaction IDs that are considered "committed" and are accordingly visible to newly

generated scanners. Upon creation, a scanner takes a snapshot of the

MVCCManager state, and data which is visible to that scanner is then compared

against the MVCC snapshot to determine which insertions, updates, and deletes

should be considered visible.

[0053] In order to support these snapshot and time-travel reads, multiple

versions of any given row are stored in the database. To prevent unbounded space

usage, a user may configure a retention period beyond which old transaction records

may be Garbage Collected (thus preventing any snapshot reads from earlier than that

point in history).

[0054] FIG. 5 illustrates a singly linked list in connection with a mutation

operation with respect to a database table designed according to disclosed

embodiments. In some embodiments, mutations might need to perform on a newly

inserted row in a MemRowSet. In some embodiments, such mutations can only be

possible when the newly inserted row has not yet been flushed to a DiskRowSet. For

providing MVCC functionality, each such mutation is tagged with a transaction ID

("mutation txid") that inserted the row into the MemRowSet. As shown in FIG. 5 , a

row can additionally include a singly linked list including any further mutations that

were made to the row after its insertion, each mutation tagged with the mutation's



transaction ID. The data to be mutated is indicated by the "change record" field.

Accordingly, in this linked list, a mutation txid identifies a first mutation node, another

mutation txid identifies a second mutation node, and so on. The mutation head in a

row (e.g., included in a MemRowSet) points to the first mutation node, a "next_mut"

pointer in the first mutation node points to the second mutation node, and so on.

Accordingly, the linked list can be conceived as forming a "REDO log" (e.g.,

comparing with traditional databases) or a REDO DeltaFile including all

changes/mutations which affect this row. In the Bigtable™ design methodology,

timestamps are associated with time instants of data insertions, not with changes or

mutations to the data. On the contrary, in embodiments of the present disclosure,

txids are associated with changes and mutations to the data, and not necessarily with

the time instants of data insertions. In some embodiments, users can also capture

timestamps corresponding to time instants of insertion of rows using an "inserted_on"

timestamp column in the database table.

[0055] A reader traversing the MemRowSet can apply the following

pseudocode logic to read the correct snapshot of the row:

- If row.insertion_txid is not committed in scanner's MVCC snapshot,
skip the row (i.e., the row was not yet inserted when the scanner's
snapshot was made).

- If row.insertion_txid is committed in scanner's MVCC snapshot, copy
the row data into the output buffer.

- For each mutation in the list:

- if mutation. txid is committed in the scanner's MVCC
snapshot, apply the change to the in-memory copy of the row.

- if mutation. txid is not committed in the scanner's MVCC
snapshot, skip this mutation (i.e., it was not yet mutated at the time of
the snapshot).

- if the mutation indicates a DELETE, mark the row as
deleted in the output buffer of the scanner by zeroing its bit in the
scanner's selection vector.

[0056] Examples of "mutation" can include: (i) UPDATE operation that changes

the value of one or more columns, (ii) a DELETE operation that removes a row from

the database, or (iii) a REINSERT operation that reinserts a previously inserted row

with a new set of data. In some embodiments, a REINSERT operation can only occur

on a MemRowSet row that is associated with a prior DELETE mutation.



[0057] As a hypothetical example, consider the following mutation sequence on a

data table named as "t" with schema (key STRING, val UINT32) and transaction ID'S

indicated in square brackets ([.]):):

INSERT INTO t VALUES ("row", 1); [tx 1]

UPDATE t SET val = 2 WHERE key = "row"; [tx 2]

DELETE FROM t WHERE key = "row"; [tx 3]

INSERT INTO t VALUES ("row", 3); [tx 4]

[0058] FIG. 6 represents an example of a singly linked list in connection with the

above-mentioned example mutation sequence. The row associated with this mutation

sequence is row 1 which is the mutation head (e.g., head of the singly linked list). The

"change record" fields in this linked list are "SET val=2," "DELETE," and "REINSERT

("row," 3)" respectively for mutations with transaction IDs tx 1, tx 2 , and tx 3 .

[0059] In order to continue to provide MVCC for on-disk data, each on-disk

RowSet (alternatively, DiskRowSet) not only includes the current columnar data, but

also includes "UNDO" records (or, "UNDO" logs) which provide the ability to rollback a

row's data to an earlier version. In present embodiments, UNDO logs are sorted and

organized by row ID. The current (i.e., most recently-inserted) data is stored in the

base data module (e.g., as shown in FIG. 2A or 2B) and the UNDO records are stored

(e.g., in an UNDO module) inside the DiskRowSet. In some embodiments, the UNDO

module is an UNDO DeltaFile stored in a DiskRowSet. UNDO DeltaFiles include the

mutations that were applied prior to the time the base data was last flushed or

compacted. UNDO DeltaFiles are sorted by decreasing transaction timestamp.

[0060] When a user intends to read the most recent version of the data

immediately after a flush, only the base data (e.g., base data module) is required. In

scenarios wherein a user wants to run a time-travel query, the Read path in the time-

travel query consults the UNDO records (e.g., UNDO DeltaFiles) in order to rollback

the visible data to the earlier point in time.

[0061] When a scanner encounters a row, it processes the MVCC information as

follows:

- Read image row corresponding to base data

- For each UNDO record:



- If the associated txid is NOT committed, execute rollback
change.

[0062] Referring to the sequence of mutations used for the example in FIG. 6 ,

the row can be stored on-disk as:

Base data Module:

("row", 3)

UNDO records Module:

Before tx 4 : DELETE

Before tx 3 : INSERT ("row", 2")

Before tx 2 : SET row=1

Before tx 1: DELETE

[0063] It will be recalled from the example in FIG. 6 that the most recent mutation

operation was: INSERT INTO t VALUES ("row", 3) [tx 4]. Thus, it can be appreciated

that each UNDO record is the inverse of the transaction which triggered it. For

example, the INSERT at transaction 1 turns into a "DELETE" when it is saved as an

UNDO record. The use of the UNDO record here acts to preserve the insertion

timestamp. In other words, queries whose MVCC snapshot indicates tx 1 is not yet

committed will execute the DELETE "UNDO" record, such that the row is made

invisible. For example, consider a case using two different scanners:

[0064] Current time scanner (all transactions committed)

- Read base data

- Since tx 1 - tx 4 are committed, ignore all UNDO records

- No REDO records

Result: current row ("row", 3)

[0065] Scanner as of txid 1

- Read base data. Buffer = ("row", 3)

- Rollback tx 4 : Buffer = <deleted>

- Rollback tx 3 : Buffer = ("row", 2)

- Rollback tx 2 : Buffer = ("row", 1)

Result: ("row", 1)

[0066] Each scanner processes the set of UNDO records to yield the state of the

row as of the desired point in time. Given that it is likely the case that queries will be

running on "current" data, query execution can be optimized by avoiding the



processing of any UNDO records. For example, file-level and block-level metadata

can indicate the range of transactions for which UNDO records are present and, thus,

processing can be avoided for these records. If the scanner's MVCC snapshot

indicates that all of these transactions are already committed, then the set of UNDO

deltas may be avoided, and the query can proceed with no MVCC overhead. In other

words, for queries involving current data, if transactions are committed, then UNDO

records (or UNDO deltas) need not be processed necessarily.

[0067] FIG. 7 illustrates a flush operation associated with a flush operation in a

Delta MemStore. In some embodiments, updates of rows that are in a DiskRowSet

and have already been flushed by a MemRowSet is handled by the Delta MemStore

included in a RowSet that stores the row. In this example, it is assumed that a row

with offset zero (0) is stored in DiskRowSet 1 706 of a tablet, specifically in Base Data

716 of DiskRowSet 1 706. The tablet also includes MemRowSet 702 and

DiskRowSet 2 704. DiskRowSet 2 includes Base Data 714 and Delta MS 712.

DiskRowSet 1 706 includes Base Data 716, REDO DeltaFile 710, and Delta MS 708.

When several updates have accumulated in a Delta MS, in some embodiments, the

updates are flushed to a REDO DeltaFile (e.g., REDO DeltaFile 710). An example

update operation can include updating the "pay" column of a row having offset zero (0)

with "foo," where the row is stored within Base Data 716 in DiskRowSet 1 706. REDO

DeltaFile 710 includes the mutations (e.g., the example update operation) that were

applied since Base Data 716 was last flushed or compacted. Because every

transaction of a mutation carries a transaction timestamp in accordance with disclosed

embodiments, REDO DeltaFile 216 is sorted by increasing transaction timestamps. In

some embodiments, the data flushed into REDO DeltaFile 216 is compacted into a

dense serialized format.

Handling Mutations Against On-disk Files

[0068] In some embodiments, updates or deletes of already flushed rows do not

go into the MemRowSet. Instead, the updates or deletes are handled by the Delta

MemStore, as discussed in FIG. 7 . The key corresponding to the updated row is

searched for among all RowSets in order to locate the unique RowSet which holds

this key. In order to speed up this process, each DiskRowSet maintains a Bloom filter

of its primary keys. Once the appropriate RowSet has been determined, the mutation



will also be aware of the key's row ID within the RowSet (as a result of the same key

search which verified that the key is present in the RowSet). The mutation can then

enter the Delta MemStore.

[0069] The Delta MemStore is an in-memory concurrent B-tree keyed by a

composite key of the numeric row index and the mutating transaction ID. At read

time, these mutations are processed in the same manner as the mutations for newly

inserted data.

[0070] FIG. 8 illustrates a flush operation of a Delta MemStore. In some

embodiments, when the Delta MemStore grows large, it performs a flush to an on-disk

DeltaFile and resets itself to become empty, as shown in FIG. 8 . The DeltaFiles

include the same type of information as the Delta MemStore, but compacted to a

dense on-disk serialized format. Because these DeltaFiles (e.g., deltas) include

records of transactions that need to be re-applied to the base data in order to bring

rows up to date, they are called "REDO" files, and the mutations are called "REDO"

records or REDO DeltaFiles. REDO DeltaFiles (e.g., stored inside in a DiskRowSet

as shown in FIG. 7) include the mutations that were applied since the base data was

last flushed or compacted. REDO deltas are sorted by increasing transaction

timestamp.

[0071] A given row can have delta information in multiple delta structures. In

such cases, the deltas are applied sequentially, with later modifications winning over

earlier modifications. The mutation tracking structure for a given row does not

necessarily include the entirety of the row. If only a single column of many is updated,

then the mutation structure will only include the updated column. This allows for fast

updates of small columns without the overhead of reading or rewriting larger columns

(an advantage compared to the MVCC techniques used by systems such as C-

Store™ and PostgreSQL™).

[0072] FIG. 9 indicates the components included in a DiskRowSet. For example,

FIG. 9 indicates that a DiskRowSet 902 includes a base store 904 (e.g., base data

module 216 or 218 as shown in FIGs. 2A and 2B), a delta store 906 (e.g., Delta MS

module 212 or 214 as shown in FIGs. 2A and 2B). UNDO records 908 (e.g., UNDO

files), and REDO records 910 (e.g., REDO files).



[0073] Base store 904 (or base data) stores columnar data for the RowSet at the

time the RowSet was flushed. UNDO records 908 include historical data which needs

to be processed to rollback rows in base store 904 to points in time prior to a time

when DiskRowSet 902 was flushed. REDO records 910 include data which needs to

be processed in order to update rows in base store 904 with respect to modifications

made after DiskRowSet 902 was flushed. UNDO records and REDO records are

stored in the same file format called a DeltaFile (alternatively referred to herein as

delta).

Delta Compactions

[0074] Within a RowSet, reads become less efficient as more mutations

accumulate in the delta tracking structures. In particular, each flushed DeltaFile will

have to be seeked and merged as the base data is read. Additionally, if a record has

been updated many times, many REDO records have to be applied in order to expose

the most current version to a scanner.

[0075] In order to mitigate this and improve read performance, embodiments of

the disclosed database table perform background processing tasks, which transforms

a RowSet from a non-optimized storage layout to a more optimized storage layout,

while maintaining the same logical contents. These types of transformations are

called "delta compactions." Because deltas are not stored in a columnar format, the

scan speed of a tablet can degrade as more deltas are applied to the base data.

Thus, in disclosed embodiments, a background maintenance manager periodically

scans DiskRowSets to detect rows where a large number of deltas (as identified, for

example, by the ratio between base data row count and delta count) have

accumulated, and schedules a delta compaction operation which merges those deltas

back into the base data columns.

[0076] In particular, the delta compaction operation identifies the common case

where the majority of deltas only apply to a subset of columns: for example, it is

common for a Structured Query Language (SQL)an SQL batch operation to update

just one column out of a wide table. In this case, the delta compaction will only rewrite

that single column, avoiding IO on the other unmodified columns.

[0077] Delta compactions serve several goals. Firstly, delta compactions reduce

the number of DeltaFiles. The larger the number of DeltaFiles that have been flushed



for a RowSet, the more number of times separate files have to be read in order to

produce the current version of a row. In workloads that do not fit in random-access

memory (RAM), each random read will result in a seek on a disk for each of the

DeltaFiles, causing performance to suffer.

[0078] Secondly, delta compactions migrate REDO records to UNDO records.

As described above, a RowSet consists of base data (stored per column), a set of

"UNDO" records (to move back in time), and a set of "REDO" records (to move

forward in time from the base data). Given that most queries will be made against the

present version of the database, it is desirable to reduce the number of REDO records

stored. At any time, a row's REDO records may be merged into the base data. The

merged REDO records can then be replaced by an equivalent set of UNDO records to

preserve information relating to the mutations.

[0079] Thirdly, delta compactions help in Garbage Collection of old UNDO

records. Typically, UNDO records need to be retained only as far back as a user-

configured historical retention period. For example, users can specify a period of time

in the past from which time onwards the user would like to retain the UNDO records.

Beyond this period, older UNDO records can be removed to save disk space. After

historical UNDO logs have been removed, records of when a row was subjected to a

mutation are not retained.

Types of Delta Compaction

[0080] A delta compaction can be classified as either a "minor delta compaction"

or a "major delta compaction." The details for each of these compactions are

explained below.

[0081] Minor delta compaction:

[0082] FIG. 10 illustrates a minor delta compaction example. A "minor"

compaction is one that does not include the base data and only DeltaFiles are

compacted. In this type of compaction, the resulting file is itself a DeltaFile. Minor

delta compactions serve the first and third goals discussed above. That is, a minor

delta compaction does not read or rewrite base data. A minor delta compaction also

cannot transform REDO records into UNDO records. As shown in FIG. 10 , delta 0 ,



delta 1, and delta 2 are selected for compaction. After a minor delta compaction, the

resultant file is named as delta 0 and the older delta 3 file is renamed as delta 1.

[0083] Major delta compaction:

[0084] FIG. 11 illustrates a major delta compaction example. A "major"

compaction is one that includes the base data and one or more DeltaFiles. Major

delta compactions can satisfy all three goals of delta compactions discussed above.

[0085] A major delta compaction may be performed against any subset of the

columns in a DiskRowSet. For example, if only a single column has received a

significant number of updates, then a compaction can be performed which only reads

and rewrites that specific column. This can be a common workload in many electronic

data warehouse (EDW)-like applications (e.g., updating an "order_status" column in

an order table, or a "visit_count" column in a user table). In some scenarios, many

REDO records may accumulate. Consequently, a Read operation would have to

process all the REDO records. Thus, according to embodiments of the present

disclosure, the process operating the database table performs a major delta

compaction using the base data and the REDO records. After the compaction, an

UNDO record (e.g., by migration of the REDO records) is created along with the base

data store. In some embodiments, during a major delta compaction, the process

merges updates for the columns that have been subjected to a greater percentage of

updates than the other columns. On the other hand, if a column has not been

subjected few updates, those columns are not necessarily merged, and the deltas

corresponding to such (few) updates are maintained as an unmerged REDO

DeltaFile. updating an "order_status" column in an order table, or a "visit_count"

column in a user table).

[0086] In some embodiments, both types of delta compactions maintain the row

IDs within the RowSet. Hence, delta compactions can be performed in the

background without locking access to the data. The resulting compaction file can be

introduced into the RowSet by atomically swapping it with the compaction inputs.

After the swap is complete, the pre-compaction files may be removed.



Merging compactions

[0087] In addition to compacting deltas into base data, embodiments of the

present disclosure also periodically compact different DiskRowSets together in a

process called RowSet compaction. This process performs a key-based merge of two

or more DiskRowSets, resulting in a sorted stream of output rows. The output is

written back to new DiskRowSets (e.g., rolling every 32 MB) to ensure that no

DiskRowSet in the system is too large.

[0088] RowSet compaction has two goals. First, deleted rows in the RowSet can

be removed. Second, compaction reduces the number of DiskRowSets that overlap

in key range. By reducing the amount by which RowSets overlap, the number of

RowSets which are expected to include a randomly selected key in the tablet is

reduced.

[0089] In order to select which DiskRowSets to compact, the maintenance

scheduler solves an optimization problem: given an 10 budget (e.g., 128 MB), select a

set of DiskRowSets such that compacting them would reduce the expected number of

seeks. Merging (e.g., compaction) is logarithmic in the number of inputs: as the

number of inputs grows higher, the merge becomes more expensive. As a result, it is

desirable to merge RowSets together periodically, or when updates are pretty

frequent, to reduce the number of RowSets.

[0090] FIG. 12 illustrates an example compaction of RowSets to create a new

RowSet. For example, RowSet 1, RowSet 2 , and RowSet 3 are compacted to create

a new DiskRowSet. In some embodiments, RowSets can be compacted according to

a compaction policy. Details of compaction policies are discussed exemplarily in U.S.

Provisional Application No. 62/134,370, and U.S. Patent Application No. 15/073,509,

both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[0091] This design differs from the approach used in Bigtable™ in a few key

ways:

1) A given key is only present most one RowSet in the tablet.

[0092] In Bigtable™, a key may be present in several different SSTables™. Any

read of a key merges together data found in all of the SSTable™, just like a single row



lookup in disclosed embodiments merges together the base data with all of the

DeltaFiles.

[0093] The advantage of the presently disclosed embodiment is that, when

reading a row, or servicing a query for which sort order is not important, no merge is

required. For example, an aggregate over a range of keys can individually scan each

RowSet (even in parallel) and then sum the results since the order in which keys are

presented is not important. Similarly, select operations that do not include an explicit

"ORDER BY primary_key" specification do not need to conduct a merge.

Consequently, the disclosed methodology can result in more efficient scanning.

2) Mutation merges are performed on numeric row IDs rather

than arbitrary keys.

[0094] In order to reconcile a key on disk with its potentially mutated form,

Bigtable™ performs a merge based on the row's key. These keys may be arbitrarily

long strings, so comparison can be expensive. Additionally, even if the key column is

not needed to service a query (e.g., an aggregate computation), the key column is

read off the disk and processed, which causes extra 10. Given the compound keys

often used in Bigtable™ applications, the key size may dwarf the size of the column of

interest by an order of magnitude, especially if the queried column is stored in a dense

encoding.

[0095] In contrast, mutations in database table embodiments of the present

disclosure are stored by row ID. Therefore, merges can proceed much more

efficiently by maintaining counters: given the next mutation to apply, a subtraction

technique can be used to find how many rows of unmutated base data may be passed

through unmodified. Alternatively, direct addressing can be used to efficiently "patch"

entire blocks of base data given a set of mutations.

[0096] Additionally, if the key is not needed in the query results, the query plan

need not consult the key except perhaps to determine scan boundaries. For example,

if the following query is considered:

> SELECT SUM(cpu_usage) FROM timeseries WHERE machine =

'foo.cloudera.com' AND unixjime BETWEEN 1349658729 AND

1352250720;



. . . given a compound primary key (host, unix_time)

[0097] This may be evaluated by the disclosed system with the following pseudo

code:

sum = 0

for each RowSet:

start_rowid = rowset.lookup_key(1 349658729)

end_rowid = rowset.lookup_key(1 352250720)

iter = rowset.new_iterator("cpu_usage")

iter.seek(start_rowid)

remaining = end_rowid - start_rowid

while remaining > 0 :

block = iter.fetch_upto(remaining)

sum += sum(block)

[0098] Thus, the fetching of blocks can be done efficiently since the application

of any potential mutations can simply index into the block and replace any mutated

values with their new data.

[0099] In systems such as Bigtable™, the timestamp of each row is exposed to

the user and essentially forms the last element of a composite row key. In contrast, in

embodiments of the present disclosure, timestamps/txids are not part of the data

model. Rather, txids can be considered an implementation-specific detail used for

MVCC, as not another dimension in the row key.

[00100] FIG. 13 is an illustration of a merging compaction. Unlike delta

compactions described above, in some embodiments, row IDs are not maintained in a

merging compaction. For example, FIG. 13 demonstrates that a newly inserted row is

flushed from a MemRowSet to a DiskRowSet called DiskRowSet 0 . A major

compaction is performed on a DiskRowSet 1. The modules or files involved in the

major compaction are UNDOs 0 , base data, REDOs 0 , and REDOs 1. The major

compaction generates a compaction result with UNDOs 0' and base data'. The

REDOs 2 and REDOs 3 stay unaffected because they are not involved in the major

compaction. However, the base data and the UNDOs 0 are modified as a result of

compaction. FIG. 13 also shows that in a DiskRowSet 2 , REDOs 0 and REDOs 1 are

subjected to a minor compaction, thereby generating a REDOs 0' as a compaction



result. FIG. 13 also demonstrates that DiskRowSet 3 , DiskRowSet 4 , and

DiskRowSet 5 are subjected to a merging compaction (e.g., to minimize the average

"key lookup height" of the RowSets included therein) to create a new DiskRowSet.

[00101] FIG. 14 depicts an exemplary computer system architecture to perform

one or more of the methodologies discussed herein. In the example shown in FIG.

14, the computer system 1400 includes a processor, main memory, non-volatile

memory, and a network interface device. Various common components (e.g., cache

memory) are omitted for illustrative simplicity. The computer system 1400 is intended

to illustrate a hardware device on which any of the components depicted in FIG. 1

(and any other components described in this specification) can be implemented. The

computer system 1400 can be of any applicable known or convenient type. The

components of the computer system 1400 can be coupled together via a bus or

through some other known or convenient device.

[00102] The processor may be, for example, a conventional microprocessor such

as an Intel Pentium microprocessor or Motorola PowerPC microprocessor. One of

skill in the relevant art will recognize that the terms "machine-readable (storage)

medium" or "computer-readable (storage) medium" include any type of device that is

accessible by the processor.

[00103] The memory is coupled to the processor by, for example, a bus. The

memory can include, by way of example but not limitation, random-access memory

(RAM), such as dynamic RAM (DRAM) and static RAM (SRAM). The memory can be

local, remote, or distributed.

[00104] The bus also couples the processor to the non-volatile memory and drive

unit. The non-volatile memory is often a magnetic floppy or hard disk, a magnetic

optical disk, an optical disk, a read-only memory (ROM), such as a CD-ROM,

EPROM, or EEPROM, a magnetic or optical card, or another form of storage for large

amounts of data. Some of this data is often written, by a direct memory access

process, into memory during execution of software in the computer system 1400. The

non-volatile memory can be local, remote, or distributed. The non-volatile memory is

optional because systems can be created with all applicable data available in memory.

A typical computer system will usually include at least a processor, a memory, and a

device (e.g., a bus) coupling the memory to the processor.



[00105] Software is typically stored in the non-volatile memory and/or the drive

unit. Indeed, for large programs, it may not even be possible to store the entire

program in the memory. Nevertheless, it should be understood that for software to

run, if necessary, it is moved to a computer-readable location appropriate for

processing, and, for illustrative purposes, that location is referred to as the memory in

this application. Even when software is moved to the memory for execution, the

processor will typically make use of hardware registers to store values associated with

the software and local cache that, ideally, serves to speed up execution. As used

herein, a software program is assumed to be stored at any known or convenient

location (from non-volatile storage to hardware registers) when the software program

is referred to as "implemented in a computer-readable medium". A processor is

considered to be "configured to execute a program" when at least one value

associated with the program is stored in a register readable by the processor.

[00106] The bus also couples the processor to the network interface device. The

interface can include one or more of a modem or network interface. It will be

appreciated that a modem or network interface can be considered to be part of the

computer system. The interface can include an analog modem, ISDN modem, cable

modem, token ring interface, satellite transmission interface (e.g. "direct PC"), or other

interfaces for coupling a computer system to other computer systems. The interface

can include one or more input and/or output (I/O) devices. The I/O devices can

include, by way of example but not limitation, a keyboard, a mouse or other pointing

device, disk drives, printers, a scanner, and other I/O devices, including a display

device. The display device can include, by way of example but not limitation, a

cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal display (LCD), or some other applicable known

or convenient display device. For simplicity, it is assumed that controllers of any

devices not depicted in the example of FIG. 14 reside in the interface.

[00107] In operation, the computer system 1400 can be controlled by an operating

system software that includes a file management system, such as a disk operating

system. One example of an operating system software with associated file

management system software is the family of operating systems known as Windows®

from Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington, and their associated file

management systems. Another example of operating system software with its

associated file management system software is the Linux operating system and its



associated file management system. The file management system is typically stored

in the non-volatile memory and/or drive unit and causes the processor to execute the

various acts required by the operating system to input and output data and to store

data in the memory, including storing files in the non-volatile memory and/or drive unit.

[00108] Some portions of the detailed description may be presented in terms of

algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer

memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means used by

those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of

their work to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to

be a self-consistent sequence of operations leading to a desired result. The

operations are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually,

though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals

capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise

manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common

usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms,

numbers, or the like.

[001 09] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are

to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient

labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent

from the following discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description,

discussions utilizing terms such as "processing," "computing," "calculating,"

"determining," "displaying," or the like, refer to the actions and processes of a

computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and

transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer

system's registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical

quantities within the computer system memories or registers, or other such

information storage, transmission or display devices.

[001 10] The algorithms and displays presented herein are not inherently related to

any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general purpose systems may be

used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove

convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to perform the methods of some

embodiments. The required structure for a variety of these systems will appear from



the description below. In addition, the techniques are not described with reference to

any particular programming language, and various embodiments may thus be

implemented using a variety of programming languages.

[001 11] In alternative embodiments, the machine operates as a standalone device

or may be connected (e.g., networked) to other machines. In a networked

deployment, the machine may operate in the capacity of a server or a client machine

in a client-server network environment, or as a peer machine in a peer-to-peer (or

distributed) network environment.

[001 12] The machine may be a server computer, a client computer, a personal

computer (PC), a tablet PC, a laptop computer, a set-top box (STB), a personal digital

assistant (PDA), a cellular telephone, an iPhone, a Blackberry, a processor, a

telephone, a web appliance, a network router, a switch or bridge, or any machine

capable of executing a set of instructions (sequential or otherwise) that specify actions

to be taken by that machine.

[001 13] While the machine-readable medium or machine-readable storage

medium is shown in an exemplary embodiment to be a single medium, the term

"machine-readable medium" and "machine-readable storage medium" should be

taken to include a single medium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or distributed

database, and/or associated caches and servers) that store the one or more sets of

instructions. The term "machine-readable medium" and "machine-readable storage

medium" shall also be taken to include any medium that is capable of storing,

encoding or carrying a set of instructions for execution by the machine and that cause

the machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies of the presently

disclosed technique and innovation.

[001 14] In general, the routines executed to implement the embodiments of the

disclosure may be implemented as part of an operating system or a specific

application, component, program, object, module, or sequence of instructions referred

to as "computer programs." The computer programs typically comprise one or more

instructions set at various times in various memory and storage devices in a

computer, and that, when read and executed by one or more processing units or

processors in a computer, cause the computer to perform operations to execute

elements involving the various aspects of the disclosure.



[001 15] Moreover, while embodiments have been described in the context of fully

functioning computers and computer systems, those skilled in the art will appreciate

that the various embodiments are capable of being distributed as a program product in

a variety of forms, and that the disclosure applies equally regardless of the particular

type of machine or computer-readable media used to actually effect the distribution.

[001 16] Further examples of machine-readable storage media, machine-readable

media, or computer-readable (storage) media include but are not limited to

recordable-type media such as volatile and non-volatile memory devices, floppy and

other removable disks, hard disk drives, optical disks (e.g., Compact Disk Read-Only

Memory (CD-ROMs), Digital Versatile Disks (DVDs), etc.), among others, and

transmission-type media such as digital and analog communication links.

[001 17] Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, throughout the description

and the claims, the words "comprise," "comprising," and the like are to be construed in

an inclusive sense, as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive sense; that is to say, in

the sense of "including, but not limited to." As used herein, the terms "connected,"

"coupled," or any variant thereof, means any connection or coupling, either direct or

indirect, between two or more elements; the coupling of connection between the

elements can be physical, logical, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the words

"herein," "above," "below," and words of similar import, when used in this application,

shall refer to this application as a whole and not to any particular portions of this

application. Where the context permits, words in the above Detailed Description using

the singular or plural number may also include the plural or singular number

respectively. The word "or," in reference to a list of two or more items, covers all of

the following interpretations of the word: any of the items in the list, all of the items in

the list, and any combination of the items in the list.

[001 18] The above detailed description of embodiments of the disclosure is not

intended to be exhaustive or to limit the teachings to the precise form disclosed

above. While specific embodiments of, and examples for, the disclosure are

described above for illustrative purposes, various equivalent modifications are

possible within the scope of the disclosure, as those skilled in the relevant art will

recognize. For example, while processes or blocks are presented in a given order,

alternative embodiments may perform routines having steps, or employ systems



having blocks, in a different order, and some processes or blocks may be deleted,

moved, added, subdivided, combined, and/or modified to provide alternative or sub

combinations. Each of these processes or blocks may be implemented in a variety of

different ways. Also, while processes or blocks are at times shown as being

performed in series, these processes or blocks may instead be performed in parallel,

or may be performed at different times. Further, any specific numbers noted herein

are only examples; alternative implementations may employ differing values or

ranges.

[001 19] The teachings of the disclosure provided herein can be applied to other

systems, not necessarily the system described above. The elements and acts of the

various embodiments described above can be combined to provide further

embodiments.

[00120] Any patents and applications and other references noted above, including

any that may be listed in accompanying filing papers, are incorporated herein by

reference. Aspects of the disclosure can be modified, if necessary, to employ the

systems, functions, and concepts of the various references described above to

provide further embodiments of the disclosure.

These and other changes can be made to the disclosure in light of the above Detailed

Description. While the above description describes certain embodiments of the

disclosure, and describes the best mode contemplated, no matter how detailed the

above appears in text, the teachings can be practiced in many ways. Details of the

system may vary considerably in its implementation details, while still being

encompassed by the subject matter disclosed herein. As noted above, particular

terminology used when describing certain features or aspects of the disclosure should

not be taken to imply that the terminology is being redefined herein to be restricted to

any specific characteristics, features, or aspects of the disclosure with which that

terminology is associated. In general, the terms used in the following claims should

not be construed to limit the disclosure to the specific embodiments disclosed in the

specification, unless the above Detailed Description section explicitly defines such

terms. Accordingly, the actual scope of the disclosure encompasses not only the

disclosed embodiments, but also all equivalent ways of practicing or implementing the

disclosure under the claims.



CLAIMS

I/We claim:

1. A system facilitating low-latency random access capabilities together

with high-throughput analytical access capabilities in connection with a request for

processing the stored data, the system comprising:

a database table distributing data partitioned into a plurality of horizontal

tablets, each horizontal tablet in the plurality of horizontal tablets storing the data in a

plurality of rows; the database table including a plurality of columns arranged

according to a pre-defined schema; a column in the plurality of columns including a

primary key column that stores a key uniquely identifying each row in the plurality of

rows by mapping each row to exclusively a single tablet in the plurality of tablets,

wherein each tablet in the plurality of tablets comprises:

a plurality of DiskRowSets for storing the data, each DiskRowSet in the

plurality of DiskRowSets including:

a base data module existing in disk and storing a subset of rows

in the plurality of rows according to a column-organized representation

based upon writing each column in the plurality of columns as a single

contiguous block,

a Bloom filter of the set of keys included in the primary key

column for detecting membership of the set of keys in the each

DiskRowSet,

a delta store module existing in memory and maintaining a

mapping for mutating the subset of rows included in the each

DiskRowSet, and

a single MemRowSet existing in memory and implemented as a

concurrent Binary tree (B-tree), the single MemRowSet receiving new

data to be inserted into the database table, buffering the new data as a

recently-inserted row, and flushing the recently-inserted row to a

DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.



2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of tablets are hosted on one

or more tablet servers, the one or more tablet servers lacking Hadoop Distributed File

System (HDFS) data storage capabilities.

3 . The system of claim 1, wherein the key is the sole index for manipulating

the each row in the plurality of rows.

4 . The system of claim 1, wherein the each DiskRowSet is disjointed from

another DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.

5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the primary key is included in at most

one DiskRowSet in the tablet.

6 . The system of claim 1, wherein the single MemRowSet is a first

MemRowSet, database table is configured for:

concurrent to the flushing of the first MemRowSet, providing access to the first

MemRowSet based on a mapping in the B-tree of the first MemRowSet; and

generating a second MemRowSet in the memory by replacing the first

MemRowSet.

7 . The system of claim 6 , wherein the database table is configured for:

determining, based on a query to the Bloom filter in the each DiskRowSet that

no key in the set of keys overlaps with a key associated with the newly inserted row.

8 . The system of claim 1, wherein the flushing the recently-inserted row to

a DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets is according to a predetermined

schedule defined by a compaction policy.

9 . The system of claim 1, wherein the pre-defined schema supports one or

more of the following data types: STRING, TIMESTAMP (INT 64), FLOAT, BINARY,

DOUBLE, INT8, INT16, INT32, and INT 64.



10. The system of claim 1, wherein the mapping for mutating a row in the

subset of rows is based on an ordinal index of the row within the DiskRowSet, a

MVCC timestamp indicating a time when an operation corresponding to the updating

the row was received, and a binary-encoded list of changes to the row.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the single MemRowSet buffers the data

corresponding to the recently-inserted row in a row-wise layout.

12. A method for facilitating low-latency random access capabilities together

with high-throughput analytical access capabilities in connection with a request for

processing the stored data, the method comprising:

distributing, into a database table, data partitioned into a plurality of horizontal

tablets, each horizontal tablet in the plurality of horizontal tablets storing the data in a

plurality of rows; the database table including a plurality of columns arranged

according to a pre-defined schema; a column in the plurality of columns including a

primary key column that stores a key uniquely identifying each row in the plurality of

rows by mapping each row to exclusively a single tablet in the plurality of tablets,

wherein each tablet in the plurality of tablets comprises a plurality of DiskRowSets

existing in disk, each DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets including:

a base data module existing in disk and storing a subset of rows in the

plurality of rows according to a column-organized representation based upon

writing each column in the plurality of columns as a single contiguous block,

a Bloom filter of the set of keys included in the primary key column for

detecting membership of the set of keys in the each DiskRowSet,

a delta store module existing in memory and maintaining a mapping for

mutating the subset of rows included in the each DiskRowSet,

a single MemRowSet existing in memory and implemented as a

concurrent Binary tree (B-tree), and

when the request for processing the stored data is related to an insert

operation,

receiving, at the single MemRowSet, new data to be inserted,

buffering, at the single MemRowSet, the new data as a recently-

inserted row, and



flushing, from the single MemRowSet, the recently-inserted row to

a DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the plurality of tablets are hosted on

one or more tablet servers, the one or more tablet servers lacking Hadoop Distributed

File System (HDFS™)) data storage capabilities.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein any row in the plurality of rows is

included in exactly one DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein one or more mutations to the data

includes a singly linked list comprising one or more nodes and stored in the single

MemRowSet, wherein each of the one or more nodes is defined according to the one

or more mutations to the data, the head of the linked list pointing to a row in a

DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the each node includes a transaction

ID that monotonically increases for the each tablet in the plurality of tablets.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein the delta store module includes a

plurality of UNDO files and a plurality of REDO files, wherein the plurality of REDO

files include mutations that were applied to the subset of rows stored in the base data

module after a time when the subset of rows was last flushed or compacted, and

wherein the plurality of UNDO files include mutations that were applied to the subset

of rows stored in the base data module prior to a time when the subset of rows was

last flushed or compacted.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein mutations to the row in the subset of

rows row are executed atomically across one or more columns without including an

entirety of the row.



19. A non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising a set of

instructions that, when executed by one or more processors, cause a machine to

perform the operations of:

distributing, into a database table, data partitioned into a plurality of horizontal

tablets, each horizontal tablet in the plurality of horizontal tablets storing the data in a

plurality of rows; the database table including a plurality of columns arranged

according to a pre-defined schema; a column in the plurality of columns including a

primary key column that stores a key uniquely identifying each row in the plurality of

rows by mapping each row to exclusively a single tablet in the plurality of tablets,

wherein each tablet in the plurality of tablets comprises a plurality of DiskRowSets

existing in disk, each DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets including:

a base data module existing in disk and storing a subset of rows in the

plurality of rows according to a column-organized representation based upon

writing each column in the plurality of columns as a single contiguous block,

a Bloom filter of the set of keys included in the primary key column for

detecting membership of the set of keys in the each DiskRowSet,

a delta store module existing in memory and maintaining a mapping for

mutating the subset of rows included in the each DiskRowSet, and

a single MemRowSet existing in memory and implemented as a

concurrent Binary tree (B-tree); and

when the request for processing the stored data is related to an insert

operation,

receiving, at the single MemRowSet, new data to be inserted,

buffering, at the single MemRowSet, the new data as a recently-

inserted row, and

flushing, from the single MemRowSet, the recently-inserted row to

a DiskRowSet in the plurality of DiskRowSets.

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein any

row in the plurality of rows is included in exactly one DiskRowSet in the plurality of

DiskRowSets.
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